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(and ratios:   σ/B,…….).  

Pomeron 
exchange  
is synonim of 
Diffraction! 

The variaty of  
languages  
results in a 
Babylonic  
confusion  





 Elastic Scattering (generalities & details) 

momentum transfer -t ~ (pθ)2  

 θ = beam scattering angle      
 p = beam momentum 

= 14 TeV prediction of BSW model 
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from FIT in CNI 
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CNI region: |fC| ~ |fN|  @ LHC: -t ~ 6.5 10-4 GeV2;  θmin~3.4 µrad    

                                  (θmin~120 µrad @ SPS)   

.  



Basic ingredients in any model-building; no theory: 

1. Undisputable: the Pomeron is supercritical, alpha(0)>1. 
      Question: do we need also a “hard” component  in the (universal) Pomeron? 

2.  Input (“Born term) and unitarization (e.g. “Regge-eikonal).   Problems:  
     а) B_2=B_1/2?   b) More dips, at higher |t| are not seen. 

2. Where (e.g. in t) is the transition between “soft” (exponential) and “hard” power 
behaviour of the differenctial croos setion (with TOTEM’s rich?) 

4. Geometrical models of the matter distribution (black disc or  ring, Chou-Yang); 

4. Is an odd-C (asymptotic!) contribution inevitable? I think so! Is the odderon part 
of diffraction (this is a lexical problem); 

5. Spin in high-energy pp scattering 



“THEORY”: 
R. Fiore, L.L. Jenkovszky, E.A. Kuraev, A.I. Lengyel,   Predictions for high-
energy  pp and \bar pp scattering from a finite sum of gluon ladders, 
Phys. Rev. D81, #5 (2010) 056005; arXiv0911.2094/hep-ph 
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Geometrical scaling (GS), saturation and unitarity  
1.  On-shell (hadronic) reactions (s,t, Q^2=m^2); 
    t   b transformation:  
and dictionary: 
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Предел черного диска, Im h=1/2? Нет угрозы! 
П. Дегрола, Л.Л. Eнковский, Б.В. Струминский, ЯФ, EPJ (1999). 
См. также спор Трошина и Тюрина с Blockом  и Halzenом (arXiv: 21.11.2011) 



Saturation of the Black Disc Limit? 
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Phenomenology 
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L. Jenkovszky and D. Lontkovskiy: In the Proc. of the Crimean (2011) Conference; 
also presented at the Russian-Spanish Dual Meeting in Barcelona, November, 2011: 



Model building (input + unitarazation) 
(analyticity, Regge behaviour (factorization), unitarity, GS) 



     Is A(s,t) ractorizable? No, it is not! (Regge poles, 60-ies) 
The inclusion of the virtuality, Q^2, or the external mass is 
much  more tricky. 

α= α(t) 

























ATLAS At DIS11   http://www-atlas.lbl.gov/$\sim$tompkins/parallel.SxDNVM.tompkins.talk.pdf;  
CMS at DIS11 https://wiki.bnl.gov/conferences/images/8/8c/Parallel.SxDNVM.Marone.13April.talk.pdf 















   Lessons: 
1. Model predictions for integral characteristics, on the whole, are 
compatible with the data within about 10% (not too interesting!),  
     diverging by orders of magnitudes (!) in the dip-bump region, that can  
     be used to discriminate the existing (and future) models; 
2.  Any modes should describe all observables in a wide kinematical range, 
with a unique set of adjustable parameters;  
3.  For any comparison and critical assessment, a ‘bank  of models” should be 
created, in which different models would be tested on a unique set of the data. 
Who could do this? 
4.  The Oddeon has (nearly) the same status as the Pomeron; 
5.   Matching D0’s (Ch. Royon) and TOTEM’s (M.Deile) elstic data as well as 
DD are important: 
6.  The Regge pole theory  and QCD are progressing paralelly, with little or no 
interference. Spin? 
7.    QCD, the official ideology, has no predictive power (at least in this field); 
5. TOTEM’s first results are worth more than those of the “superluminal” 
OPERA and “Higgs’ exclusion”, taken together. 



Cám on ! 


